DEPARTURE ROUTE DESCRIPTION

TAKEOFF RUNWAY 3: Climb on heading 033° to 680, then direct to cross TREKK at or above 4000, then on track 036° to DARTS, then on track 329° to cross CHOII at or above 7100, thence.

.on assigned transition, maintain FL230. Expect filed altitude 10 minutes after departure.

BLYTHE TRANSITION (CHOII3.BLH)
COREZ TRANSITION (CHOII3.COREZ)
CSTRO TRANSITION (CHOII3.CSTRO)
FILLMORE TRANSITION (CHOII3.FIM)
HAILO TRANSITION (CHOII3.HAIO)
HECTOR TRANSITION (CHOII3.HEC)
LAS VEGAS TRANSITION (CHOII3.LAS)
MISEN TRANSITION (CHOII3.MISEN)